“We believe that meeting spaces are more important than ever. Meeting spaces should provide unique and personalised inspiring experiences to help making the best decisions while enhancing creativity. We want to inspire and shape the meeting spaces”
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Danish craftsmanship, Mediterranean soul

Arthur Holm has its origins in the Danish furniture designer Jorgen Alex Jensen and the work he carried out during the sixties and the seventies. His design inspiration and his concept of ergonomics have been continued by his family who is the design force behind Arthur Holm.

We strongly believe that meeting spaces should provide unique and inspiring experiences to help enhancing creativity and to help making the best decisions. This is why we create innovative technology solutions that seamlessly integrate in furniture design: beautiful, invisible, intuitive and compatible with third devices.

Arthur Holm is the result of combining the Scandinavian design tradition with the Mediterranean creativity, passion and emotion; a wide product range built on more than 25 years of craftsmanship and in constant evolution. Our team puts its heart, passion and pride in all our designs.
COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS

We are very proud of...

- 33 patents
- 2 RedDot Design Awards
- 1 German Design Award
- 7 Technology Awards
- Using the best quality materials
- Own designed video controller & mechanisms
- Making long durability products
- Our worldwide support

CORPORATE STATEMENTS

Our mission

To provide meeting rooms with solutions featuring personalised, exclusive design & innovative technology to optimise the space, share information and aid decision making.

Our vision

To inspire decision makers through moving, innovative, exclusive design technology for seamless integration into furniture.
PRODUCTS
We come from a long tradition designing & making motorised monitors

It is said that creative approach comes together with a personality’s feature: the strength and the courage to move forward. The courage to try and to make mistakes. The courage to fall and to get back on one’s feet. To evolve. And it is also said that companies need to continually innovate to grow, or even to survive. And this is our story: we started manufacturing motorised monitors for furniture integration in the late 1990s: motorised CRT monitors that were ahead of their time.

CRT monitors occupied almost the entire desk and weighed a lot. A monitor from the nineties could be more than 40 cm in width. Designing a motorised system to hide such monitor inside a meeting table was not an easy task. But we made it! We designed and manufactured an electrically foldable monitor to integrate into a table, while the back of the table could be veneered and streamlined with the table’s same material. The goal was to integrate technology as discreetly as possible in the furniture. A whole premonition!

Over 20 years later, we are still the providers of the largest motorised monitor range on the market!
Arthur Holm’s DB2 is a motorised retractable monitor range that creates minimum impact on the furniture’s design. It is easy to integrate, intuitive to use (one simple operation sensor located on the top of the monitor) and almost invisible when not in operation (no cover plate, neatly streamlined into the furniture). DB2 provides a harmonious silent drive with variable speeds.

With a maximum thickness of 20 mm, this monitor range is elegant, beautiful from all angles and can be veneered for a seamless integration in the furniture, creating a long lasting user’s experience and delivering an exceptional image’s quality.

The monitors are equipped with AH-AMMC: an auto mechanical calibration movement system and the use of the Arthur Holm’s ERT will enable the address configuration of all the monitors installed in a table by simply pressing a button. The AHLink app allows a wireless access to the test and adjustment functions without having to remove the unit from the table.
**Arthur Holm’s DB2 Share** is a motorised retractable communication solution that creates minimum impact on the furniture’s design. It is easy to integrate, intuitive to use with just 1 operation sensor on the top of the monitor. Neatly integrated into the furniture, with no cover plate, is almost invisible when not in operation. This solution provides full control to view and share documents and videos with a motorised retractable HDMI cable, an extension of the slick design of the monitor.

Touching the monitor, users can select the HDMI input and share it. Monitors are equipped with 2 HDMI-HDCP compliant inputs and 1 output and can daisy chain up to 20 devices. An Interactive Setup Display allows the control, setup and diagnose of the monitors. Monitors provide RS-422 I/O for remote control of movements, speeds, safety settings, brightness, contrast and backlight. Also equipped with AH-AMMC. Arthur Holm’s ERT will enable the address configuration of all the monitors in a table by simply pressing a button. The AHlink Android and iOS app conveniently show the monitor’s serial number and allow access to the setup and control menus.

**Highlights**

- The smallest impact on the table surface
- Includes a retractable HDMI cable and on glass touch buttons
- Front double sided anti-reflective 2 sides coating 2 mm glass
- Energy saving, low consumption video controller
- AH-AMMC Auto mechanical movement calibration
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control
- No cover plate required
- 20 mm max thickness

---

**Elegant, secure and easy-to-use sharing solution!**

- RedDot Design Award
- AV Technology Award

---

Click here for product specifications
DynamicX2

Arthur Holm’s DynamicX2 is a motorised retractable product range that provides silent, reliable and harmonic movements using a patented solution with just a single engine. DynamicX2 is equipped with a variable speed system to raise, lower and tilt 20° to ensure the best ergonomics, viewing angle and visibility. DynamicX2 have slightly curved edges for a contemporary and longstanding look and the screen is protected with an anti-reflective 2-side coating 3 mm black edged glass.

The stainless steel cover plate can be customised with different connectors, retractable cable and fixed or monitorised microphones. An Interactive Setup Display allows the control, setup and diagnose of the monitors. Monitors provide RS-422 I/O for the remote control of movement, speed, safety settings, brightness, contrast and backlight. They are also equipped with AH-AMMC. The use of the Arthur Holm’s ERT will enable the address configuration of all the monitors installed by simply pressing a button. The AHlink Android and iOS app shows the monitor’s serial number and can also give access to the setup and control menus.

Highlights

- Patented single engine mechanism for up/down and tilt movements
- Milled aluminum housing with a contemporary design
- Stainless steel customisable cover plate
- Front double sided anti-reflecting 2 sides coating 3 mm black edged glass
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control
- Automatic 20° tilt angle
**DynamicX2 UnderCover**

Arthur Holm’s DynamicX2 UnderCover is a retractable monitor, designed to cover conference systems and different connectors and engineered to be cleverly integrated into meeting and conference room furniture. Its exclusive and sleek design of the DynamicX2 UnderCover allows it to be concealed into the meeting room table, ensuring a modern, streamlined look.

This unique system combines both cutting edge technology and minimal design to seemingly disappear within the desk. When activated, an aluminium Full HD touch screen monitor will appear together with a microphone, push to talk and mute buttons, speaker, power socket, and connectors such as RJ-45, HDMI and USB.

The patented cover of this solution slides comfortably downwards (into the table) and has been designed to be veneered, providing a uniform finish with the furniture. The monitor movements are remotely controllable so the product is not visible when not in use, leaving no trace on the desk surface.

---

**Highlights**

- Patented automated cover plate to be veneered
- Extendable cover plate to allow the integration of additional connections and features
- Single engine for up/down and tilt movements
- Front double sided anti-reflecting 2 sides coating 3 mm black edged glass
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control
- Automatic 20° tilt angle
- Milled aluminium housing

---

Monitors that become invisible!

- RedDot Design Award

Click here for product specifications
**DynamicX2Talk**

Arthur Holm DynamicX2Talk is a motorised retractable monitor that includes an independent lift for gooseneck microphones. The system provides silent, reliable and harmonic movements using a patented solution with just one engine. The variable speed system raises, lowers and tilts the monitor 20° to ensure the best ergonomics, viewing angle and visibility. The integrated independent lift system for microphones provides a rounded coverlid that makes the microphone disappear within the desk surface and also provides a pleasant light to indicate its status. A protective and patented lighting ring safely stores the microphones, protecting them, making meeting and conference spaces more flexible and versatile.

This system has 2 different working modes: PA and Conference. In PA mode a push button activates and de-activates the microphone while the LED ring will show the status changing from red to green. The system will silence the microphone when retracting. In Conference mode, the microphone will be always active.

**DynamicX2Talk Highlights**

- Aluminium retractable monitor with an independent microphone lift
- Automatic 20° monitor tilt angle: patented single engine for up/down and tilt
- Microphone lift compatible with 3 pin XLR 500 mm “gooseneck” microphones
- Patented 360° LED lighting ring to indicate microphone status
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control
- PA and Conference working modes
- Stainless steel cover plate

**Click here for product specifications**
A retractable working station!

**Highlights**

- Compact, space optimising and elegant solution
- Motorised keyboard and mouse compartments
- Connectivity for wired keyboard and mouse
- Customisable cover plate
- Automatic 20° inclination
- Interactive Setup Display

**DynamicX2KM**

DynamicX2 monitor combined with an automated keyboard and mouse, creating a motorised automation system that lifts the keyboard and mouse at the same time the monitor is being raised. This combination offers the best possible quality Full HD screen with an elegant keyboard and mouse storage that converts into a work station by the touch of a button.

A safety mechanism stops the system in case of obstruction. The design is simple, with just 2 operation buttons or managed by remote control. It is intuitive and extremely easy to install. DynamicX2 greatly improves table space and contributes to a neater environment.

[Click here for product specifications](#)
Dynamic2 monitors offer a timeless, classic and discreet design with squared edges. Elegant monitors built from a solid anodised aluminium block and have an extremely swift yet silent lift system. They have a vertical motorised movement with an automatic 20° tilting movement to ensure the best ergonomics, visibility and viewing angle. This automatic tilt system provides a fast, silent and robust response, offering a highly reliable and maintenance-free solution.

The stainless steel cover plate allows the customisation to add different connectors, retractable cable and fixed or monitorised microphones as well as other features.

Dynamic2

**Highlights**

- Single engine for up/down and tilt movements
- Milled aluminum housing, squared edges
- Energy saving design, low consumption video controller
- Serial control and remote diagnosis
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control
- Interactive Setup Display
- 2 DVI I/HDCP compliant
- Automatic 20° tilt angle
- Individual monitor addressing

*Video*
Chameleon: A flexible and versatile monitor!

**Highlights**

- No loss of work space
- Low profile monitor enclosure leaving enough space ergonomic work position
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Keyboard and mouse storage space
- 2 working positions: vertical and horizontal (with screen facing up)
- Opens, folds down and rotates 180°
- Automatic image flip
- Patented synchronised tray lift movement
- Milled aluminium housing and cover plate
- Flotating security sensor
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

**Dynamic3**

Arthur Holm’s Dynamic3 is a motorised product range that provides different working positions while keeping a low profile inside the working desk and a perfect integration in the furniture. The aluminium monitor housing rises and leans, has an additional 180° rotation movement, and retracts inside the work surface in 2 different positions: with the monitor oriented up or down. The movement can be stopped at 90° in order to share the display with the person located at the opposite side of the desk. The screen’s lifting system automatically activates the elevation of a tray where a keyboard and mouse can be placed.

[Click here for product specifications]
**Dynamic3Talk**

Arthur Holm Dynamic3Talk is a motorised product range that provides different working positions and includes an independent lift for “gooseneck” microphones. The aluminium monitor housing rises and leans, has an additional 180° rotation movement, and retracts inside the work surface in 2 different positions: with the monitor oriented up or down. The movement can be stopped at 90° in order to share the display with the person located at the opposite side of the desk. The screen’s lifting system automatically activates the elevation of a tray where a keyboard and mouse can be placed.

The integrated independent lift system for microphones provides a rounded microphone coverlid and it not only makes the microphone disappear within the desk surface, but it also provides a pleasant light to indicate its status. This patented, protective lighting ring stores safely the microphones, making meeting and conference spaces more flexible and versatile.

**Highlights**

- Aluminium foldable and rotatable monitor with an independent microphone lift
- Opens, folds down and rotates 180°
- 2 working positions: vertical and horizontal (with screen facing up)
- Automatic image flip
- Synchronised tray lift movement
- Milled aluminium housing and cover plate
- Front double sided anti-reflecting coating 3 mm black edged glass
- Flotating security sensor
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Microphone lift compatible with 3 pin XLR 500 mm “gooseneck” microphones
- Patented 360° LED lighting ring indicates microphone status
- PA and Conference working modes
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

**Click here for product specifications**
Dynamic3Reverse: A view on the room!

**Highlights**

- Adjustable viewing angle from 0° to 90°
- Can be folded with the screen facing down
- Position memory
- Interactive Setup Display
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

**Dynamic3Reverse**

Dynamic3Reverse is a unique electrically foldable 18.5" touch screen monitor with horizontal and vertical working positions. Its tilt angle can be adjusted to any point, from flush with the desk up to 90°, and it rotates to be folded. The rotation axis is located in the area that is closer to the user and the user can select the desired tilt angle, from flush on the table to almost a vertical position, ensuring a total view on the room. The monitor can the rotate 180 degrees to be closed with the screen facing down and thus, totally protected.

The monitor has an Interactive Setup Display which provides exclusive features for remote control and adjustments. It includes HDCP compliant DVI-I and DVI-D inputs and it is extremely compact. It is ideal for interactive meetings in conference and board rooms and can be closed both with the screen facing up or down.

[Click here for product specifications](#)
A straightforward motorised, foldable monitor!

**Highlights**

- Adjustable position
- Position memory
- Interactive Setup Display
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design
- Safety system
- Serial control & Remote diagnostic
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

**Dynamic 1H**

Dynamic 1H motorised foldable monitors provide a smooth horizontal movement. The screen is always visible, it raises and leans and can be stopped at any position between 0 and 70°. A smart memory system enables both the set up and recall of the desired tilting position. Built entirely of aluminium and with a black edged anti-reflection glass, Dynamic 1H monitors are extremely elegant, discreet and timeless.

[Click here for product specifications](#)
Dynamic Twin

Dynamic Twin is a vertically retractable monitor with a double screen. 2 monitors are placed back to back in a compact anodised aluminium frame to display different content for a 2 way communication. It is designed for reception desks, information counters or meeting and conference room tables with limited space. The screens are only visible when required, disappearing inside the table desk when not needed by simply pressing a button or by remote control.

Dynamic Twin has an extremely fast lift system with a very low noise level. Very easy to install, these monitors require no maintenance. To protect the user, these monitors are equipped with a safety system which stops the movements in case of resistance detection. They are remotely controllable and diagnosable through the ERT interfaces in an very easy and cost effective way.

Highlights

- Double sided display
- Passive cover plate
- Interactive Setup Display
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design
- Safety system
- Serial control & Remote diagnostic
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

Click here for product specifications
DB1 TWIN

The monitor for invisible two-way communication!

Highlights

• Double sided display
• No cover plate
• Ready for veneering (V)
• Capacitive sensor
• Interactive Setup Display
• Maintenance free
• Energy saving design
• Wireless connectivity for setup and control

DB1Twin

DB1Twin is a vertically retractable monitor with double screen. Two monitors are placed back to back in a compact anodised aluminium frame displaying different contents for a 2 way communication. DB1Twin is designed for reception desks, information counters or meeting and conference room tables with limited space. The screens are only visible when required, disappearing inside the table desk when not needed by simply pressing a button or by remote control.

DB1Twin has an extremely fast lift system with a very low noise level. Very easy to install, these monitors require no maintenance. To protect the user, DB1Twin are equipped with a safety system which stops the movements in case of resistance detection. They are remotely controllable and diagnosable through the ERT interfaces in an very easy and cost effective way.

Click here for product specifications
**DynamicSignatureDisplay**

DynamicSignatureDisplay is a retractable digital labelling monitor for auditoriums, meeting and conference rooms, institutions and public communication spaces. The product consists of a vertically motorised retractable double side stretched screen and a Linux based software which allows a simple display of a picture and a name (or any digital content) in full colour. Two screens are placed back to back in a compact, anodised aluminium frame, displaying different information on each one. The side facing the audience will display the picture and name of the conference participant, and the information in the other side allows the attendee to identify the seat. The system is ideal for name tagging applications over a single CAT-5 cable per screen.

DynamicSignatureDisplay is equipped with a Linux based player, with TCP/IP interface for control, configuration and content upload and management.

---

**Highlights**

- Half widescreen double sided motorised monitor
- Internal embedded computer
- Software provided
- Interactive Setup Display
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design
- Serial control & Remote diagnostic
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

---

Identifying the user!
DynamicChairDisplay is a retractable motorised monitor to be integrated in chair armrests. The monitor is only visible when it is in use and it is safely stored in the armrest when not needed.

This elegant aluminium screen possess an automatic vertical extraction movement plus an additional manual rotation towards the user followed by a motorised tilt adjustment. The monitor housing is made of milled aluminium with anodised finish. Its mechanism is robust and silent and the whole solution is integrated in a compact block, being very simple to install.

**DynamicChairDisplay**

- Adapts to multiple armrests
- Motorised adjustable angle
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design
- Safety system
- Serial control & Remote diagnostic
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

Highlights

Click here for product specifications
Dynamic Reception Monitor

Motorised adjustable reception monitor for a perfect fit. Quick motorised adjustment to match each individual needs when working to create a correct and preferable work environment at the front desk.

The professional Arthur Holm Dynamic Reception Monitor incorporates the latest professional technologies to ensure a perfect workplace. It offers a non-obstructive design in which all technical interfaces and cables are internal, so the front desk is free of cables and obstructive components, creating a cleaner work environment.

The Dynamic Reception Monitor has been designed to be integrated in tables or desks. The base of the monitor is installed on the surface and its connectivity is placed below the table, making the installation clean and minimalistic. The elegant monitor housing is made of milled aluminium and stainless steel and it includes an antiglare protection glass with black marking. The stainless steel rotary arm of the monitor offers a motorised adjustable height for a perfect fit.

You never get a second chance to make a first impression!

Highlights

- Ergonomic
- Motorised adjustable height
- Adjustable viewing angle (horizontally and vertically)
- 140 degrees rotation
- Exquisite materials
- 24/7 Design

Click here for product specifications
First impressions are an essential part of human interaction. They affect the perception of office environments, especially in reception and lobby areas, but also in information counters, check-in desks, business centers and in meeting and conference rooms. **Arthur Holm** understands that technology should be an important element in any office allowing positive feelings in visitors as they enter the room. The importance of selecting a stylish monitor for these areas cannot be underestimated. It will be one of the most visible elements of the space.

Monitors should be well designed from all angles, provide a cable management system and help with space optimisation. We propose a wide range of manual monitors to be placed on desks, integrated in these, and can be manually folded back or forward.
AH1: Don’t touch the table!

**Highlights**

- Milled aluminium with a cast iron base
- Manually foldable
- Totally adjustable position
- No need to modify desk surface
- USB pass through
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design

**AH1**

AH1 is a manually foldable aluminium monitor for desktops with anodised finish and a dark cast iron base. It includes an anti-glare protection glass with a very stylish black frame.

Tired of monitors that become too intrusive? AH1 desktop monitor is the ideal solution for auditoriums, tele presence, training rooms, meeting and conference rooms and information counters. With a height that can be easily adjusted, they do not require structural changes on the table surface.

[Click here for product specifications](#)
AH2: Forward folding!

Highlights

- Manually foldable from 0° to 110°
- Totally adjustable position
- Ready for desk mounting
- Auto-power off
- Easy to integrate
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design

AH2 manually foldable monitors are the perfect solution to create flexible and versatile tables needing to optimise the available space. Elegant displays that enhance participation, creativity and co-working in dedicated areas and they can be easily folded down to leave a direct line of sight to the other participants or events taking place in the room. Furthermore, the low profile space needed for their installation allows users to have a large cable-free surface to work using both the screen and other materials over the desk.

With a discreet and classic design AH2 monitors turn technology into an appealing cutting edge system, able to perform at the highest standard while generating a memorable user experience.

Click here for product specifications
Gooseneck monitors have been designed to be installed on counters or desks. These monitors have a brushed stainless steel support base assembled to the table. Very elegant screens designed for fixed installation on tables are made from milled aluminium with a stylish, protective glass panel. The cables are neatly concealed inside the support and under the table to reach the connection point.

Highlights

- Adjustable viewing angle
- Table integration monitor
- Rotatable 180°
- Below table connectivity
- No visible cabling
- Maintenance free
- Energy saving design

Gooseneck

Gooseneck monitors have been designed to be installed on counters or desks. These monitors have a brushed stainless steel support base assembled to the table. Very elegant screens designed for fixed installation on tables are made from milled aluminium with a stylish, protective glass panel. The cables are neatly concealed inside the support and under the table to reach the connection point.
In-wall, on-wall, built into the furniture or mounted on a foot stand, Rise and Drop monitors offer a wide range of sizes and finishes: Aluminium, stainless steel or glass. They can be personalised with different features and the customers’ logo. Designed with a professional approach they provide all the accessories for a quick, straightforward, secure installation.

Integrating monitors in or on the wall is a space optimising solution conceived to enhance the user experience. In reception and public areas inside hotels, office and commercial buildings, museums and visitor or business centres, they are part of a friendly eye-catching space that provides positive feelings to visitors. Wall mount monitors can be discreetly installed on the wall and deliver convenient information, personalised welcome messages or corporate presentations.

Wall monitors are also ideal to offer relevant information when placed outside a conference or purpose-built room, showing details about the session taking place inside. It is extremely helpful and engaging for attendees to know schedules, programmes or other information of interest. Wall mount monitors become an entertaining feature in these spaces while acting as an interactive communication display for users.
Rise monitors are ideal to offer relevant meetings information when placed outside a conference or purpose-built room, where they will undoubtedly catch the eye of the public. They can show details about the session taking place inside, being extremely helpful and engaging for attendees to know schedules, programmes or other general information of interest. Rise monitors become an entertaining feature standing out in these spaces while acting as an interactive communication display for users.

The displays are robust and resistant, all set for the busy areas where they are installed. These monitors serve users with advanced technology ready to play in a very own and useful way, adding a distinctive smart touch to their time in a particular building or meeting and working up an awesome experience to remember.

Rise monitors are designed to be wall mounted to provide an interactive display for users.

The monitor for on-wall digital information!

Highlights

- On-wall installation
- Brushed stainless steel/Aluminium/Glass front frame (depending on the model)
- Integrated wall mount
- Security anti-theft locking system
- Maintenance free
- Easy to install
- Energy saving design
Drop monitors have been designed for an easy in-wall installation. They are supplied with a separate box for fix mounting, while the screen itself provides an integrated “clip-on front” system.

Drop monitors are available with glass, brushed stainless steel and aluminium frames, with multiple options and customisations. All models are provided with a galvanised mounting box and they are available in a variety of sizes.

Click here for product specifications
Interactive solutions improve the user engagement and experience, no matter what environment – from a reception in a company, a wayfinding directory to lecterns and speaker podiums.

The design should be attractive, convenient, robust and versatile. It should be prepared to accommodate computers, microphones and other peripheral for different communication and presentation purposes.

Podiums should also include wheels to be moved easily and an internal cable management system. A sober and streamlined look will ensure the fusion with any interior design.
Stand up and present!

Highlights

• Interactive professional monitor
• Touch screen
• Piano black glass finish
• Seamless 45° miter construction
• Security glass
• Hidden lockable wheel system
• Easy to move

AHPylon

The AHPylon with integrated AV interface serve as a speaker podium or an interactive information podium.

The podium can be configured to match each individual’s needs. Its design allows an easy displacement of the podium and the hidden lock system prevents from unwanted movements and unauthorized access to the internal components of the pylon. The hidden wheels create an elegant and unobstructive design while making the podium always mobile.

Click here for product specifications
More businesses than ever are employing video conferencing systems to interface with their co-workers, clients and vendors. Recent research revealed that 86% of companies surveyed plan to use video conferencing as part of their unified communications environment. It is not only important that the videoconference camera is well located in the room but also that it integrates with the interior design, being concealed when not in operation.

**DynamicVision** is the ideal solution to conceal video conference cameras and controls, with its easily adaptable front enclosure that can be covered with various materials. The pre-installation frame is the perfect solution for system integrators and architects or constructors. DynamicVision can be easily installed on the wall with detailed instructions for cabling and connections.

The camera is activated via RS-422, infrared or contact closer interface. It is neatly stored away when not required, both protecting the camera and securing the work environment. The front enclosure moves vertically to reveal the camera which simultaneously moves forward. Just the perfect solution for system integrators, architects, interior designers and space planners!
DynamicVision: Privacy please!

Highlights

• Compatible with the most popular video conference cameras on the market
• RS-422 and Infrared controllable
• Customisable cover
• Maintenance free
• Easy to install

DynamicVision

Technology is by your side and should be visible only when needed! DynamicVision provides the ideal solution to conceal video conference cameras and controls, improving the interior design of the conference room with its easily adaptable front enclosure that can be covered with various materials.

The camera is activated via RS-422, infrared or contact closer interface when needed. When not required, it’s neatly stored away, both protecting the camera and securing the work environment. The front enclosure moves vertically to display the camera while moving the camera forward simultaneously. DynamicVision is the perfect solution for systems integrators, architects, interior designers and space planners.

Click here for product specifications
Let’s think about a boardroom or an auditorium. Certainly there is a need to provide optimal acoustics, so that the audience or the attendees can hear perfectly. Gooseneck microphones are the right solution since they have an adjustable, flexible shaft, so the microphone can be positioned in the best possible perspective for sound. The use of gooseneck microphones is standard in meeting spaces, boardrooms, speaker podiums and conference rooms around the world. Gooseneck microphones allow users to move the microphone close to their mouth for a clear and transparent audio pickup.

But what happens when flexibility and space optimisation are a must? There may be no need for permanent microphones, for example, in a spontaneous small committee meeting where audio reinforcement is not needed.

Think about a system that allows users to choose the availability of a gooseneck microphone. The microphone will appear when needed and disappear again inside the desk by the touch of a button. Imagine that a central element ensures the correct position and automatic retraction of the microphone. This element is a translucent ring that lights up in different colours to identify the speaker.
DynamicTalk is an elegant retractable system for gooseneck microphones with exclusive features. It not only makes the microphone disappear within the desk surface but it also provides a pleasant light to indicate its status. Due to its protective patented lighting ring, the microphones can be safely stored, protected, making meeting and conference spaces more flexible and versatile.

DynamicTalk provides two different working modes: PA and Conference. When in PA mode, a push button placed on the stainless steel cover plate activates or de-activates the microphone and the LED ring will indicate the status by changing colour from red to green. This microphone lifting system automatically silences the microphone when retracting whereas in conference mode the microphone remains active and can be controlled via GPI and GPO.

**Highlights**

- Universal lift system for gooseneck XLR 3 pin microphones
- Stainless steel cover plate with 3 buttons
- Patented 360° LED lighting ring to indicate microphone status
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- PA and Conference working modes
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

Talk and impress the audience!
DynamicTalk UnderCover is an elegant retractable system for gooseneck microphones with exclusive features. It allows an easy veneering to provide a seamless integration into furniture. It not only makes the microphone disappear within the desk surface but it also provides a pleasant light to indicate its status. A patented lighting ring safely stores and protects the microphones, making meeting and conference spaces more flexible and versatile.

DynamicTalk UnderCover has two different working modes: PA and Conference. In PA mode, a push button activates or de-activates the microphone while the LED ring indicates the status by changing colour from red to green. The system will automatically silence the microphone when retracting. In Conference mode, the microphone will be always active and can be remotely controlled via GPI and GPO.

Highlights

- Patented automated cover plate for veneering
- Universal lift system for gooseneck XLR 3 pin microphones
- 360° LED lighting ring to indicate microphone status
- PA and Conference working modes
- AH-AMMC Auto Mechanical Movement Calibration
- Wireless connectivity for setup and control

Click here for product specifications
DynamicTalkH: On your lap!

Highlights

- Adapts to 40 cm length microphones
- Low space required underneath the table
- Dynamic LED to indicate microphone’s status

DynamicTalkH

DynamicTalkH allows the microphone to be bented while returning automatically to its original, concealed horizontal position. DynamicTalkH is a horizontal lift for gooseneck microphones specially developed to optimise table space. It ensures comfort and space enough for legs. Silent, remotely controllable and elegant, DynamicTalkH is reliable and simple to install. Veneering is also available to match surface finish of the table.

The microphone can be bented while returning automatically to its original horizontal position. DynamicTalkH not only cleverly conceals the microphone within the desk, but also provides an interior light that goes from red to green to indicate its status. Microphones are stored safely, improving the flexibility of meeting spaces and leaving tables free for other purposes.

DynamicTalkH has 2 different working modes (PA and Conference) and can be remotely controlled and diagnosed through the AHnet protocol (RS-422).
DynamicTalkB: Coworking with style!

**Highlights**

- Motorised lift for boundary microphone
- Touch control sensor on cover plate
- Wireless interface set-up through AHLink app
- Compact, space optimising and stylish solution
- Silent, elegant and durable system
- Ethernet control and remote diagnosis
- Easy installation and maintenance free
- PoE

**DynamicTalkB**

Motorised microphone lift for boundary microphones and similar, controllable through network or directly on the device using the flush mounted touch control sensor. Integrated wireless set-up and diagnosis.

Arthur Holm’s DynamicTalkB microphone lift is designed to hide boundary microphones when not in use with a smooth, elegant and silent movement.

The microphone lift is capable of providing commands for automatic mute of the microphone (depending on the model and maker of the microphone) when moving and in storage position. The microphone lift is powered using PoE making it easy and compact to install and control. The housing is made out of steel and the upper cover plate is made in stainless steel.

[Click here for product specifications](#)
MicConnect: Connect and go!

Highlights

- Easy to install
- Maintenance free
- No Power required
- Universal XLR-3Pin connection
- Push Button and LED controlled by third party conference system

Arthur Holm’s MicConnect is a static surface mount for XLR microphones with integrated shock mount, push to talk button and microphone status LED. The microphone is very easy to connect and disconnect. A special tool (included with the product) is necessary to remove the microphone. When there is no microphone connected the XLR connector is covered by a lid integrated in the system. MicConnect is made of stainless steel and standard and customised finishes are also available.

Click here for product specifications
A radically innovative approach

Meeting rooms are where ideas are born, a sanctuary of creativity, the place where important decisions are taken. If a spoken dialog or the sound of a presentation is unintelligible, much of the communication is lost. In a meeting and conference room, there is the need to spread the sound over a long length of tables. There is also the need that these tables are aesthetically pleasant and versatile. The next challenge is that boardroom tables will place people several meters apart, making it difficult to carry a conversation.

DynamicSpeaker is an ingenious, elegant and space optimising solution. It comprises a motorized loudspeaker for desk integration: a compact, omnidirectional 360° Class-D active speaker, two-way coaxial driver, with integrated DSP technology.

DynamicSpeaker improves the meeting room acoustics with proximity sound, improves speech intelligibility and helps optimising the table space.
Our new motorised loudspeaker for desk and furniture integration brings flexibility and impressive audio quality with enhanced speech intelligibility to the meeting room or other rooms where quality audio is needed in a magical movement.

The compact, omnidirectional 360 degrees active speaker has a twin 36W Class-D integrated amplifiers and a two-way coaxial transducer that brings the audio to the dedicated area with its acoustic diffuser through its integrated DSP technology, the system can be controlled using the AHnet and its wireless AHlink App for control and set-up. The Arthur Holm DynamicSpeaker is designed to be hidden when not in use with a smooth magical and elegant movement done without disturbing the audience.

Click here for product specifications

**Highlights**

- Natural sound direction
- Speech intelligibility
- High gain before feedback
- Close proximity to user
- Limited audio pollution
- 360 degrees loudspeaker
- 4" 2-Way coaxial speaker, bass reflex
- 2 x 36W class-D bi-amplifier integrated
- Acoustic omnidirectional diffuser
- DSP integrated Balanced line input
- RS-422 controllable

**DynamicSpeaker**

The elegant, discreet solution that brings quality audio to the meeting room.
DynamicShare is a smart and straightforward solution that allows meeting room participants to share different video sources among each other with an optimal video quality (zero frame latency) and security, and it doesn’t require a specific training, technical knowledge or assistance. The meeting or conference table can stand alone, without the inconvenience of either messy cabling or having to integrate external devices.

DynamicLoop can manage the distribution of video signal and allows to daisy chain the monitors by using HDMI cables.

Both DynamicShare and DynamicLoop optimise the cabling and installation time in conference or meeting rooms, auditoriums, court rooms or in any type of facility where there is a need to distribute video inputs or to select and share from different video sources. They are available in 2 versions: one integrated into the monitors and the other as stand-alone devices.
Real time sharing with the maximum quality and security!

Highlights

- Plug and play solution
- Free software
- High security
- No video compression (no latency)
- 3/ HDMI Inputs, 1/HDMI Output
- Dedicated ports for Loop In and Loop Out
- HDCP compliant
- Ethernet external control
- Digital audio Output
- Easy cabling and installation
- Daisy chains up to 20 devices (Full HD)

DynamicShare

DynamicShare is a smart solution that allows meeting room participants to share different video sources among each other with an optimal video quality (zero frame latency) and it doesn’t require a specific training, technical knowledge or assistance. It is a software free share system that provides quick and seamless connectivity with a high level of security. The meeting or conference table can stand alone, without the inconvenience of either messy cabling or having to integrate external devices.

Click here for product specifications
The DynamicLoop system can manage the distribution of video signal and allows to daisy chain the monitors in a loop using HDMI cables. DynamicLoop can be integrated in Dynamic2, DynamicX2 and DB2 monitors and it’s also available as a stand-alone device. This board is integrated internally in the monitors, so no additional power supplies are needed. A maximum of 20 units can be daisy chained at Full HD resolution with a maximum length of 40 meters of cable in total.

DynamicLoop can also be combined with a distributor to get as many outputs as required. This feature significantly contributes to optimise the cabling and installation times in large projects.
Arthur Holm’s cable cubby solutions have been designed to blend discreetly with the furniture and to give the user a professional AV solution with a long-life span. Arthur Holm’s cable cubby solution is available as a standard product with mix and match connectivity, power and control or as a veneer version that is prepared for the veneering to exactly match the furniture for a seamless integration. The veneer versions are prepared for veneering, making simple the mounting of the veneer, which can be done onsite without special requirements.

Arthur Holm’s cable cubby system have been designed for system integrators, table manufactures and designers who want to go one step further to achieve perfection of integration with an actual, lifelong design that fulfils all the technical aspects for actual and future connectivity and control.

- Mix and match connectivity.
- Straight forward underneath or up-desk installation.
- Factory colour option.
**Highlights**

- Motorised cable retraction solution
- HDMI and USB-C cables
- Minimalistic design
- Designed to be discreet
- Capacitive sensor to deploy and retract the cable

*DynamicCableRetract: Connect and surprise!*

---

**DynamicCableRetract**

Simply touch a button and a 60 cm cable will appear in a smooth and silent move. Push to deploy and push to retract: extremely easy and surprisingly neat.

The patented DynamicCableRetract is compact, elegant and robust. It provides a harmonic and silent motorised movement for a seamless integration into furniture.

[Click here for product specifications](#)
DynamicConnect

DynamicConnect is a motorised retractable connection box that can be customised with different connectors. The ergonomic angle of the product enhances comfort and usability. The design is simple, including a capacitive sensor for the opening and close. It is intuitive and easy to use and to install and integrates a safety mechanism stops the system in case of obstruction. Its ergonomic design enhances comfort and usability.

DynamicConnect offers cable management, improved table space and a neater environment. It offers many finish and AV connectivity options and it can be veneered to match the surface of the table perfectly.

Highlights

• Motorised solution for AV connectivity and power
• Designed to be discreet
• Ready to veneer
• Custom versions and finishes
• Safety system
Connection box: Elegant and invisible!

Highlights

- Manual solution for AV connectivity and power
- Designed to be discreet
- Two lid opening system
- Synchronised damped controlled movement
- Ready to veneer
- Custom versions and finishes

Connection box

Arthur Holm’s connection box is a manual opening connectivity solution that allows users to connect their devices in a discreet and streamlined way.

The user simply pushes the lid that opens in two parts. The passive lid and the active lid are joined together making a synchronised damped controlled movement with the option of veneer. The unit has been designed to blend perfectly into the furniture’s design.
Experienced AV integrators help ensure that technologies are integrated to maximise efficiency and user productivity. This allows not only to get a higher return on investment, but integrators can help ensure that projects run smoothly from the start and provide an efficient service and maintenance.

We believe that a manufacturer should offer extended support to system integrators by providing a selection of robotics, conveyor equipment, easy controls and solutions-based technologies. This is why we have developed a wide range of products and tools to help system integration to be straightforward, remotely controllable and diagnosable.
ERT-30 & ERT-60: All under control!

**Highlights**

- OTAS (One Touch Addressing System)
- IP to RS422/RS485 interface
- ERT-60 2 AHnet inputs (RS-422) / ERT-30 1 AHnet input
- Controls up to 60 units (ERT-60)
- RDM system (Remote Diagnostic and Maintenance)
- Remote/local control and management
- Wireless control through AHlink app

**ERT-30 & ERT-60**

ERT interfaces provide an easy and convenient system to control and diagnose motorised monitors, microphone lifts and other automated solutions by Arthur Holm helping to reduce the installation costs in terms of both equipments and time. Easy to install and set-up, they facilitate a quicker installation and eliminate the need of external relay boxes and extra power outlets. It is also possible to have Arthur Holm’s virtual support on site as long as there is an Internet connection available.

AHlink wireless control is also integrated in ERT interfaces, providing an easy and direct access to the most common settings through an app and making the start-up and future interventions hassle free. This means there is no need to access physically the unit to set-up or diagnose its installation.

*Click here for product specifications*
**AHlink**

Take your smart conference room a step further with AHlink! It will be easily optimised, helping to configure accurately every aspect of your workspace. **AHlink** provides the freedom of mobile and reduces work hours and costs to concentrate on the really important: creating inspiring spaces where ideas flow and productivity takes off.

With **AHlink** the whole system can be managed through a wireless connection, no need to open or dismantle the table to reach the mechanical and electronic systems of the unit for setting-up or diagnosing its installation.

**AHlink** is a wireless control system giving through a free app an easy, direct access to the most common settings, making the start-up and future interventions hassle free. **AHlink** app can be downloaded for free on iOS and Android devices. It allows the user to configure basic parameters when installing **Arthur Holm** motorised products. Its extra advanced features make much easier and quicker the job of after sales technicians and authorised installers.

---

**Highlights**

- Wireless connection free app
- Allows configuration and setup
- Easy to use
- Advanced features for system integrators

---

*The app that makes the system integrator’s job easy!*
During a meeting, clients and employees will want to focus on the task at hand and, therefore, it is important to include some extra amenities that prevent the need to leave the room. Keeping doors open is an easy way for the topics of the meeting to be overheard.

Arthur Holm offers flexible motorised opening solutions that allows to have water bottles, glasses and tissues that will not only go a long way for productivity, time management and privacy but also to create a welcoming and comfortable work environment.
The CourtesyBox is an outstanding motorised solution to hide anything in the table, keeping the surface clean. Expect the unexpected with the CourtesyBox for water and glasses or as a tissue box. The CourtesyBox can be controlled locally or remotely through R422 and the open/close button can be disabled or locked.

The CourtesyBox can also be daisy chained with all the rest of Arthur Holm motorised products using CAT6 cables for control. The Courtesy Box is made to be installed in horizontal surfaces of furniture. When the hatch is closed, the desk free of any obtrusive elements.

**Highlights**

- Motorised housing, can contain any object
- Can be veneered
- Maintenance free
- Personalised finish
- Control buttons on cover plate
- Easy installation
- Compact, space optimising & elegant solution
- Silent, reliable and durable solution
- Serial control and remote diagnosis

Click here for product specifications
We offer a very wide product range. If we don’t have the product that your customer requests, we put at your disposal our teams of mechanical, design and electronic engineers and more than 25 years of experience. Do not hesitate to ask! We will be at your side to make sure we fulfil your expectations. Arthur Holm’s products can be personalised 100% to customer’s needs. Products are prepared to integrate different options of functionalities as well as different finishes.

Our goal is to innovate in designs that integrate seamlessly into furniture, that move silently and in harmony as if they were dancing to the beat of an inspiring melody. Safe, beautiful and easy-to-use designs that allow users to concentrate on the objectives of the meeting without distractions, without frights. With the best image and the best sound quality.

We are specialists in converting the spark of an idea into a product; a magical transformation to which each and every one of us contributes: engineers, designers, operators and sales people. We work restlessly until we find the desired solution. Pure alchemy.
Non-stop innovation

It is in the DNA of Arthur Holm to always choose the best materials to design its product range. From the LCD panel, to the aluminium used for the construction of the enclosures and the electronics, we believe that professional users need professional-grade monitors and solutions. It is true that consumer LCD panels are thinner, but there are many other differences between the industrial ones. The same can also be said about the electronics and even about the quality of the housings.

Initial and long-term cost

Cost is a big part of a purchase decision and consumer LCD panels are dramatically cheaper (and thinner) than the industrial ones. But, in our field of application, the cost should be taken into consideration the factor of time. If the goal is to manufacture a monitor with a life as durable as the furniture itself, we should always use industrial displays.

Lifetime

The lifetime of an industrial panel never goes below 20,000 hours. Some of them provide a life of 70,000 hours so we are talking about a huge difference. The first thing to consider is what manufacturers mean by "lifespan". It doesn’t mean that after a certain length of use, the monitor will just stop working. What they’re talking about is brightness. The generally accepted method for measuring lifespan is the number of hours of use until a monitor is half as bright as it was when new. We call this ‘half brightness’. Bearing in mind that these monitors are going to be installed in rooms where critical decisions are going to be made, it is crucial to have the best screen visibility for as long as possible. Imagine a crisis room where the monitors must work 24/7. With an industrial panel, we could use the monitors at their maximum brightness for a period of 8 years compared to 2 years with a consumer panel.

It is also crucial to take into account several factors in the real world that will shorten this estimate. In a perfect world, backlights would maintain their brightness during the time indicated by their manufacturer. However, environmental conditions like excessive current, excessive heat, movement and vibrations can shorten the life of an LED backlight. We manufacture motorized monitors, so the use of an industrial panel is highly recommended.
Electronic features and extras

The electronics of professional products should be specifically designed to suit the product’s application. Let’s say that we have a conference room that is used with different lighting conditions. Curtains might be opened allowing natural light to come in, whereas on other occasions we would prefer a much darker environment. Wouldn’t it be useful if we could regulate the brightness of the monitor via the control panel? Providing RS-422 and IP control to parameters of brightness, contrast and backlight will definitely help the versatility of the room. Other features like remote setup and diagnose will ensure that all is prepared when needed.

Having different inputs, HDCP compliance and the possibility to have a video output to facilitate video distribution, would also be a great help. Professional displays are designed to handle a wide range of resolutions but also to facilitate the installation, service and maintenance. Special features have been specially designed for the AV professional such as accessing the setup diagnose and control features without having to remove the displays from the table.

Warranty, compatibility and spare parts availability

Consumer displays are warranted just for that: consumer use. And if you are looking for a display to be used professionally, warranty is something to take into consideration. Not only the warranty terms but also the spare parts availability on the market. Industrial panels and components are available for years, ensuring the long life of the product itself.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sector/Industry</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Acela Bank, Cambodia</td>
<td>ACS, Spain</td>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>BPH Billiton, Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ADAC, Germany</td>
<td>ADNOC HQ, UAE</td>
<td>Oil &amp; Gas</td>
<td>Business Center Emerald Quarter Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CA Paris, France</td>
<td>CA Paris, France</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>CaixaBank, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CA Paris, France</td>
<td>CNTT, China</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Caja Popular Mexicana, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CASAR, Spain</td>
<td>Casal授子, Spain</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Jaguars Town House, Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CAC, France</td>
<td>CAC, France</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Caja de Castilla y León, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CAC, France</td>
<td>Crown Prince Court, UAE</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Caja de Extremadura, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>COB, Spain</td>
<td>Citi, Singapore</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Caja de Granada, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CNO, Spain</td>
<td>Cidel, France</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Caja de Huesca, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CNO, Spain</td>
<td>Continental, Romania</td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>Caja de Jaén, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CNO, Spain</td>
<td>Cour de cassation, Morocco</td>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Caja de León, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CNO, Spain</td>
<td>Court des Comptes, Luxembourg</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Caja de Lugo, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>CIVIBAN, Spain</td>
<td>CPM, France</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Caja de Melilla, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>COF, Spain</td>
<td>Credit Agricole, France</td>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Caja de Mieres, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>CON, Spain</td>
<td>Credit Suisse, Suisse</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Caja de Miranda de Ebro, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>DEDET, Belgium</td>
<td>Deloitte, Chile</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Mieres, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>DENT, Spain</td>
<td>Diniy Authority, KSA</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Caja de Minho, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>DENT, Spain</td>
<td>Dubai Court, UAE</td>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Caja de Murcia, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>DENT, Spain</td>
<td>Dubai Customs, UAE</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Caja de Navarra, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>DES, Italy</td>
<td>Deloitte, Italy</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Oviedo, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAGAS, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, Brazil</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Palencia, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Dentsu Group, France</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Caja de Pontevedra, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Dentsu Group, France</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Caja de Salamanca, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de San Sebastian, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Santander, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Segovia, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Sevilla, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ENAP, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Toledo, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>EPIC, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Valladolid, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>EPIC, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Vizcaya, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>EPIC, Spain</td>
<td>Deloitte, France</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>Caja de Zamora, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Caja Espanola, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Caja Extremadura, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Caja de Extremadura, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>EBIT, Spain</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Caja de Extremadura, Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This table is a representation of the information provided in the image. The details include various financial institutions, banks, and service providers from different countries. The table is organized to show the World, Reference, Country, Sector/Industry, and Location. The information is presented in a tabular format for clarity and ease of reading.
**PATENTS**

P24821DEEP
P24821ESEP
P24821GBEP
P24821USPC
P27179DEEP
P27179ESEP
P27179IUST
P27179ITEP
P27179RUPC
P27179USPC
P27284DEEP
P27284EPPC
P27284GBEP
P27284RUPC
P27284USPC
P27715ESEP
P28089DEEP
P28089ESEP
P28089IUST
P28089USPC
P31160ESWS
P31160PCEWS
MU17180ES00
MU17180ES00
MU17180ES00
MU17180ES00
MU17300ES00
MU17300ES00
MU17322ES00
MU17322ES00
MU17413ES00
MU17413ES00
MU17445ES00
MU17445ES00
MU17544ES00
MU17544ES00
MU17868DEPC
MU17868RUPC
MU17868RUPC

**AWARDS**

2 Delta Selection
2 AV Finalist
1 Trophées Nomine
4 InAvation Finalist
8 AVTechnology Best of Show
2 rave – Best of Infocom
2 iNOVO nominee
1 NewBay Media Best of Show
1 NeoCon Gold
1 rave – Best of ISE
1 Installation ISE Best of Show
1 German Design Award Gold
2 InAvation Winner
2 reddot Award Winner